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If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or
otherwise use this message or any part thereof. Privacy policy License The
CC-BY-NC license is perfect for these in the sense that any changes made

to the model and the software itself must be released to the public. The CC-
BY-NC license also allows for binary distributions of your model, once it has

been published online. You are not required to release anything else.
Nvidia GTC License Policy (N) version 6.0 applies to the following GTC

integrated component sets: Integrated GTC components that are expressly
incorporated by reference into GTC integrated component sets: a)

Matrices, b) Convolution, c) Pooling, d) Fully Connected, e) Activation, f)
Weight Initialization, g) Norm, h) Activation, i) Softmax, j) Adaptive Batch

Normalization, k) Adaptive Rectified Linear Unit, l) Weight Decay, m) Batch
Norm, n) Dropout, o) LeakyRelu, p) Identity, q) ReLu, r) Dropout, s)

LeakyRelu, t) ReLu, u) Identity, v) LeakyRelu, w) Softmax, x) InPlaceMax, y)
InPlaceSoftmax. You are required to release everything that you create,

create, or distribute using the tool in question. It is a violation of the CC-BY-
NC license if you do not release the software in question. (You must

release the changes you make to the tool including the original tool, your
modifications, or your changes to the original tool (just as you must release

the original tool itself).
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We do not anticipate that we will release the NVIDIA source code for StyleGAN2 models.
However, if the community wishes us to do so, we will release all the Models under the CC-
BY license as is their right under the terms of the License. We will continue to use the CC-

BY license as it is a more permissive license than the CC-BY-NC. Apollo Forge Project is
open source and it is released under the Apache License version 2.0. The Apollo Open
Source Base is released under the MIT license, with Apollo Forge under CC BY-NC 4.0.

Everything else is released under the MIT license. Apollo Open Source Base is a ready-to-
run installer for Windows/Mac/Linux platforms. Apollo Open Source Base is released under
the MIT license, with Apollo Forge under CC BY-NC 4.0. Everything else is released under

the MIT license. Apollo Open Source Forge is a ready-to-run installer for
Windows/Mac/Linux platforms. Apollo Open Source Forge is released under the MIT

license, with Apollo Forge under CC BY-NC 4.0. Everything else is released under the MIT
license. Coverage and insurance are provided and underwritten by Liberty Mutual

Insurance Company or its affiliates or subsidiaries. When we offer insurance products, we
will state clearly which insurer will underwrite the policy. Some policies may be placed
with a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers generally do not participate in state
guaranty funds and coverage may only be obtained through duly licensed surplus lines

brokers. This website is intended to be informational. Descriptions are provided only as a
summary outline of the products and services available and are not intended to be

comprehensive and do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation. The products and
services described may not be available in all states or jurisdictions. See your policy,

service contract, or program documentation for actual terms, conditions, and exclusions.
Any inquiries regarding the subject matter set forth herein should be directed through

licensed insurance professionals. 5ec8ef588b
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